
any people who know a lot

about pressure washers will ask: what is a steam

cleaner? The question draws a multitude of

answers. Mr. Webster defines steam as “water

vapor kept under pressure, so as to supply ener-

gy for heating, cooking, or mechanical work;

also: the power so generated.” He defines

clean as “free from dirt or pollution.” From this

we can define a steam cleaner as a pressurized

energy source for cleaning and heating.

What They Are

A steam cleaner is the above and much

more, but at its most basic level, it consists of

three parts:

• A pumping or water system;

• A heating system;

• A discharge and pressure restriction system.

A water source and a pump comprise the

water system of a steam cleaner. The pump

delivers a predetermined flow of water 

through the heating system.

The heating system consists of a heat

exchanger, usually a pipe coil, and a heat or

energy source (fuel oil, natural or liquid

propane gas, or electricity). Water being

pumped through the coil is heated to tem-

peratures of up to 325˚F.

The discharge system is a restrictor that can

either be at the coil outlet or at the impact noz-

zle of the unit. It produces a predetermined back

pressure and keeps water in the coil in liquid

form. As heat is applied the temperature of the

water increases and the water expands, increas-

ing the internal pressure inside the coil. The

boiling point of water increases under pres-

sure; so the water temperature can be raised

to approximately 330˚F at 100 psi, and the

water still remains in the liquid state.

As the superheated water leaves the noz-

zle, the solution hits atmospheric pressure

and becomes large droplets of steam and hot

water. The discharge at the nozzle creates

the high velocity used for cleaning. The dis-

charged water maintains a concentrated pat-

tern controlled by the steam nozzle, which acts

as a choke. This produces an effective clean-

ing operation by the use of the following

properties of the discharged solution.
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The high temperature live steam

acts as a penetrating agent forcing

its way into the grease and grime and

loosening it.

The high velocity water droplets

blast the surface to be cleaned, flush-

ing away loosened particles.

In reality this is a steam cleaner.

What They’re Used For

Many years ago steam cleaners

were the only hot cleaners on the

market. Once hot pressure wash-

ers were introduced to the market-

place, they rapidly replaced steam

cleaners as the equipment of choice.

In most instances hot pressure wash-

ers will outperform steam clean-

ers, and they clean faster with fewer

problems. But steam cleaners still

have their niche and can often be

found in transmission and truck

repair shops, radiator and welding

shops, and oil fields.

If you need to remove heavy

grease, oil, ice, paraffin, or vapors

(especially at lower pressures), steam

cleaners should be your first choice.

This is why they often show up in

transmission shops where heavy

greases are the primary enemy. The

300˚F-plus steam will take trans-

missions down to bare metal and

contaminates won’t get inside when

the cases are opened to make repairs.

Another prime prospect for steam

cleaners is truck repair shops. Many

diesel engines have grease that has

been baked on over thousands of

miles. Here the steam cleaners shine.

Large gas fired steam cleaners pro-

ducing 300 gph at 250–400 psi

remove grease and oil so engine

work can be completed without

grime getting into the engine cavi-

ties and causing future problems. If

you have ever seen a repair shop

work on a fifth wheel used to pull

tandem trailers, you know that huge

quantities of grease are applied to

ease the fifth wheel onto the trailer.

Pressure washers blast this grease

everywhere, while a steam cleaner

melts it down and flushes it away.

Because they generate so much

less runoff water than pressure

washers, steam cleaners are some-

times the best choice for cleaning oily,

greasy industrial machinery where

floor drains are not available.

Radiator and welding shops also

employ steam cleaners to clean fuel

tanks needing to be repaired and

welded. Steam fills the seams and

cracks on the inside of the tank,

getting rid of dangerous residues and

vapors. Some shops even leave

steam in the tank after flushing.

When this is done you don’t have to

worry about gas vapors igniting

and exploding. With radiators, before

dismantling for complete flushing,

steamers can be used to clean out fins

and tubes. The high temperatures

melt away any oily films and dirt in

or on the radiator, and the lower

pressure of the steam doesn’t bend

fins creating poor air ventilation

and poor cooling. This aids in pre-

venting engine overheating.

Oil fields have large quantities of

grease and paraffin buildup which

need to be removed from equip-

ment when preparing it for repair 
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or paint. Also, oil field piping is

brought into storage yards and

cleaned up for reuse. Heavy deposits

of paraffin build up on the inside of

the pipes and superheated steam

is used to soften, melt, and flush

these deposits away.

Steam cleaners are also effective

in dealing with ice and snow that

shows up in trouble spots during the

winter months. Runoff from melting

ice and snow on rooftops can build

up thick layers of ice in eaves and

gutters. As the thawing and freezing

process continues, ice can start to

back up under shingles and cause

roof damage. This is when steamers

are used. Low water volumes with

high heat thaws out the eaves and

roofs, potentially saving thousands

of dollars in repairs. It can be a big

piece of business in larger cities

during the winter months.

Ice build up can also cause prob-

lems in culverts and water lines.

Rapid thaws and quick overnight

freezing create ice build up in 

culverts and on small bridges. To 

prevent water backup in ditches

and stop flooding of roadways,

wands are designed to push steam

output through the culverts and

melt the ice. Large frozen water

lines can also be thawed with the aid

of steam cleaners, preventing water

lines from rupturing and causing 

significant damage.

When it comes to steam, most

people think of water, but dry steam

attachments can also be used to

turn steam cleaners into heating

units. In fact, water separators and

traps on steam cleaners produce

low water volumes and 335˚F-plus

water temperatures, resulting in a

super heated dry output. The dry

steam can be used for soil steriliza-

tion, vat and tanker car heating to

raise the viscosity of liquids, cook-

ing, and even stripping furniture.

You don’t have to choose between

a pressure washer and a steam clean-

er, there is a combination unit that

is available to customers. This way

the user has both units to use

depending on his cleaning chore.

Usually you can figure the steam side

will give you 50 percent of the water

volume of the pressure washer.

Example: Pressure washer: 4 gpm

@ 3000 psi. — Steam cleaner: 2 gpm

@ 250 psi.

One thing to remember about

steam cleaners, the 300˚F-plus water

pulls lime and minerals out of the

water faster than 200˚F water. Coils

will lime up faster in hard water

areas and need to be descaled 

more often.

Pressure washers or steam clean-

ers or combination washers, keep

your options open. More versatili-

ty and more cleaning power produce

more profits.

Jim Scott is with pressure washer

manufacturer Alkota Cleaning Systems.

Scott has spent more than 40 years

designing, manufacturing, and selling

pressure washers, steam cleaners, and

other cleaning systems.

Related Article—See the April 2003

issue of Cleaner Times for “Steam

Cleaners: Still a Market.” CT
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